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1. Introduction

Heat and gas emission in fumarolic zones is one of the most obvious
signals of the activity of dormant volcanoes (Noguchi and Kamiya,
1963; Baxter et al., 1999). Gas is mainly composed of water issued
from the vaporization of meteoritic water (Aubert, 1999) in the hot
environment surrounding the magmatic body or issued from the
magmatic body itself. The gas also contains less than 20% of CO2, CH4,
SO2 and other secondary species (Allard et al., 1998; Brombach et al.,
2000). Gas flows upward from the magmatic environment through
connected porosity and fissures of rocks in which the thermal vertical
gradient is nil. Near the surface, the rock temperature decreases and
steam condenses, either in the soil or in the atmosphere (Aubert,
1999). In the case of low heat flux fumarolic zones (b500 W·m−2),
most of the condensation occurs into the soil where heat is transported
both by conduction (Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Aubert, 1999) and
advection (Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974). The excess heatflow transported
in fumarolic zones, called geothermal flux in this paper, is at least three
orders of magnitudes larger than the average heat flow of the Earth. It
can reach 100W·m−2 for the geothermal zones of dormant volcanoes
urata, 605, 00143 Roma, Italy. 
such as Satsuma Iwojima (Yuhara et al., 1978) and Unzen volcanoes
(Japan) (Yuhara et al., 1981). At Fossa crater of Vulcano (Italy), the
geothermal flux was estimated at 37 W·m−2 by Gaonac'h et al.
(1994) and 43 W·m−2 by Harris and Stevenson (1997a). Harris and
Stevenson (1997a) measured a heat flow of 111 kW·m−2 in a 2 m
lava conduit of Stromboli (Italy), and a 36W·m−2 in the surroundings.

The monitoring of fumarolic zones is essential for the study of
hydrothermal systems (Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974), for the estimation
of a global heatflux of the volcanic edifice, aswell as for riskmanagement
(Pieri and Abrams, 2005). The heat flux can be retrieved classically by
estimating the heat flow transported into the soil (Aubert, 1999; Aubert
et al., 2008; Peltier et al., 2012) from temperature gradient and soil
conductivity measurements. This method has been widely used for
example at Mount Hood (Friedman et al., 1982), Mount Rainier (Frank,
1985), Etna (Aubert, 1999) or at Vulcano (Aubert et al., 2008). Measured
fluxes are typically a few hundreds of watt per square meter. However,
this method requires heavy infrastructures, including costly permanent
stations. Furthermore, the flow is measured only at some points. This
method does not provide a synoptic view of heat flow variations.

The geothermal flux can also be estimated via the measurement of
surface temperature anomalies by thermal infrared cameras (Sekioka
and Yuhara, 1974; Yuhara et al., 1978, 1981). Indeed, this temperature
excess is related to an excess surface heat flux corresponding to the
geothermal flux. The relationship between the temperature anomaly



and the excess surface heat flux has been widely studied in the case
of lava flows (Oppenheimer, 1993; Wright et al., 2001), where the
excess of heat is mainly released through infrared radiation (Harris
and Rowland, 2009). In that case, the relation between heat flow and
thermal anomaly depends mainly on rock emissivity. For weaker heat
flux anomalies, the proportion of the flux released through atmospheric
convection becomes dominant. This component is more difficult to
evaluate because it depends on numerous parameters related to
meteorological and surface conditions. Fumarolic zones of Satsuma
Iwojima (Yuhara et al., 1978) and Unzen volcanoes (Yuhara et al.,
1981) using the Sekioka and Yuhara (1974) protocol. The surface
parameters were not explicitly taken into account in these studies
leading to uncertainties reaching up to 400% (Neri, 1998), and no
specific model for the steam flux was offered. Moreover the
repeatability of measurement was not demonstrated nor discussed,
despite its crucial role in distinguishing the real evolution of the
hydrothermal system from the measurement variability.

In order to improve, validate, and estimate the precision of heat flow
measurement by infrared camera, a new protocol was built and applied
to the data acquired on “Ty Fault”, a low flux fumarolic zone of La
Soufrière volcano in the Guadeloupe archipelago. In this paper, we
detail the equations and the parameters that have to be taken into
account in the heat flux estimation, and we validate the method by
comparing the results with an estimation made by vertical thermal
gradient measurement.

2. Geodynamical context

La Soufrière volcano (16°02′N, 61°39′S, 1467 m asl.) is part of a
volcanic complex located on Basse Terre Island in the Guadeloupe
archipelago. Basse Terre is part of the Lesser Antilles volcanic arc
(Fig. 1), approximately 300 km west from the westward subduction
zone of the Atlantic crust under the Caribbean plate (Rodriguez, 1998;
Feuillet et al., 2001, 2002). The island consists of a WNW/ESE volcanic
chain, with decreasing ages southward. Northern volcanoes are 3.5My
Fig. 1. Localization of “La Soufrière” volcano within t
old whereas “Grande Découverte” complex, in the south of island is
200 ky old. “La Soufrière de Guadeloupe” lava dome is part of this
youngest complex, and probably formed 1530AD (Boudon et al., 2008).

The lava dome has a truncated cone shape with a diameter of 900m
at its base, 400mat its top, and 300mheight. The dome is crossed by the
Ty fault, a regional tectonic structure (Feuillet et al., 2002) whose
direction is N140 (Fig. 2). Since the last magmatic eruption in 1530,
at least six phreatic eruptions occurred (Feuillard et al., 1983;
Komorowski et al., 2005). The last one took place in 1976–1977 and
was widely studied (Pozzi et al., 1979; Le Guern et al., 1980; Sheridan,
1980; Feuillard et al., 1983). After this eruption, the hydrothermal and
fumarolic activity decreased. Only the Ty Fault zone and the summit
plateau kept a visible activity. The global activity of the dome increased
again in 1992 with a background low-energy and shallow seismicity
and significant fumarolic degassing at the summit. Since about ten
years, the hydrothermal activity at the Ty fault is decreasing again
(OVSG-IPGP, 2012).

The studied area intersects the Ty Fault on the southern border of the
dome (Fig. 2). It is affected by hydrothermal alteration (Fig. 3 and
Nicollin et al., 2006) and few cold (b40°C) condensed water fumaroles
are noticeable. The measurements of the temperature of the soil at a
depth of 30 cm with a step of 1 m shows a well-localized 30 m wide
thermally active zone (Finizola, personal communication). The
occurrence of CO2, CH4 and SO2 in the soil, (Allard et al., 1998;
Brombach et al., 2000) confirms the magmatic origin of the thermal
anomaly.

3. Temperature anomalies and heat flux

The geothermal flux (φg — see a list of symbols in Table 1)
generates a positive temperature anomaly at the surface. This exceeding
heat is dissipated by three distinct mechanisms: (1) radiation (φr),
(2) atmospheric convection (φs), and (3) release of residual steam into
the atmosphere (φv) (Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Harris and Stevenson,
1997b; Matsushima et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2009).
he Guadeloupe archipelago, Lesser Antilles arc.



Fig. 2.Map of la Soufrière volcano reporting the location of the main faults (in green), the active fumaroles (blue stars), and the hydrothermally altered zones (in red) (after Beauducel,
2001; Nicollin et al., 2006). The study area is represented by the blue rectangle, and the profile of Fig. 3 corresponds to the black dotted line. The map is 2 km wide.
The total heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere (φtot) is then
(Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Harris et al., 2009):

φtot ¼ φr þ φs þ φv ð1Þ

At steady state, this flux is the sum of the geothermal flux (φg) and
flux due to sun heating. In order to remove this last component, the
heat flux of a reference surface outside of the temperature anomaly
(φref) is estimated and removed from the total flux (Sekioka and
Yuhara, 1974).

φg ¼ φtot–φref ¼ φr−φr;ref þ φs−φs;ref þ φv ð2Þ
Fig. 3.View of the studied zone, showing the hydrothermal alteration. The areawhere the
geothermal flux has been measured is represented by the magenta rectangle.
3.1. Excess of radiated flux (φr−φr,ref)

The radiated flux is computed from the Stephan–Boltzmann law
(Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Neri, 1998; Harris et al., 2009;
Spampinato et al., 2011). Including the emissivity effect, the excess of
radiated flux leaving the studied surface compared to the reference
one is:

φr ¼ ε � σ � T0 þ ΔTð Þ4–T0
4

h i
ð3Þ

where ΔT is the temperature contrast between the studied surface and
the reference one at the temperature T0.

Fig. 4 shows that the excess of radiated flux is primarily dependent
on the temperature anomaly. At 20 °C, a temperature contrast of 10 °C
corresponds to an excess of radiated flux of 60W·m−2, while a contrast
of 50 °C corresponds to an excess of radiated flux of 360W·m−2.
Table 1
Notations and symbols.

B(T) Luminance of a blackbody, from 8 to 14 μm [W·m−2·sr−1]
cS Heat capacity of stram [2 080 J·kg−1·K−1]
cL Vaporization latent heat of water [2.25 × 106 J.kg−1 at 100 °C]
pbo Pressure at the boiling point [N·m−2]
pv Partial pressure of water [N·m−2]
Tb Brightness temperature [K]
Tbo Temperature of the boiling point [K]
T0 Reference temperature (off the anomaly) [K]
Ts Surface temperature [K]
z0 Roughness height [m]
z0H Characteristic length of the temperature profile [m]
z0M Characteristic length of the wind profile [m]
ε Emissivity of the surface
φg Geothermal flux [W·m−2]
φr Radiated flux [W·m−2]
φs Sensible flux [W·m−2]
φv Steam flux [W·m−2]
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant [5.67 × 108 J·K−1]
τ Transmittance of the atmosphere



Fig. 4. Excess radiated flux (in W ·m−2) according to the temperature anomaly and the
reference temperature. Due to the form of Eq. (3), the surfaces flux is greater for high
anomalies contrasts, but also for higher surface temperature.
3.2. Sensible flux (φs)

The surface is also cooled by the transport of energy through the
movements of the atmosphere driven by the regional winds (forced
convection) or, more rarely, by the winds due to the thermal expansion
of heated atmosphere by the hot surface (free convection) (Sekioka and
Yuhara, 1974; Högström, 1988; Neri, 1998). In this study, we mainly
focus on forced convection, since 1) the equations of free convection
are worse calibrated than the equations of forced convection (Sekioka
and Yuhara, 1974; Beljaars, 1995), and 2) free convection occurs only
when the wind is very low, as seldom observed at La Soufrière volcano.

The amount of heat transported by wind is called “sensible
flux”, whose intensity is controlled by the wind characteristics and
turbulences due to the interaction between wind and surface relief. It
has been demonstrated that rough surfaces generate more turbulence
than smooth ones and can increase by a factor 4 the cooling of the
surface (Neri, 1998). Two independent formulations of sensible
flux taking into account the surface roughness have been previously
described.

The first one has been elaborated from wind tunnel experiments in
laboratory, and relates sensible flux to roughness and wind velocity
(Schlichting, 1968, adapted by Neri, 1998):

φs ≈ 1500 � u � T zð Þ–Tsð Þ � 0:27þ 1:62 � log z=z0ð Þ½ �−2:5 ð4Þ

where T(z) is the atmosphere temperaturemeasured at a height z, u the
wind velocity at the same height and Ts the surface temperature. z0 is a
length characterizing the mean roughness height. This model has been
tested only on small roughness (z0 ≤ 1 cm) (Schlichting, 1968; Neri,
1998).

The sensible flux can also be estimated a frommicro-meteorological
formulation, which is briefly described in Appendix A. This empirical
relationship has been widely used, for example in Högström (1988),
for a large range of surface roughness. However, this relation has not
been designed for large thermal anomalies.

These twomodels produce similar results for low roughness (1mm)
(Fig. 5). However, for larger roughness, the results of the two models
diverge strongly, probably because the physical model has not been
tested on large roughness. The excess of sensible flux (φs − φs,ref) is
computed by subtracting the sensible flux of a zonewithout geothermal
flux to the flux computed on the anomaly.

3.3. Surface steam flux (φv)

The gas emitted from fumarolic zones transports an amount of
heat that has to be quantified, but this task relies on a precise measure
of gas flow and temperature. A first order estimation based on
thermodynamical constraints can be done by considering the gas is
mainly composed of water steam (Aubert, 1999; Aubert et al., 2008;
Antoine et al., 2009). The heat flux is considered to be at steady state,
and heat can be carried both by the steam convection through rock
permeability and by conduction.

At depth, heat is transported only by gas convection through rock
permeability. Consequently, the thermal gradient vanishes in this layer.
Close to the surface in the thermal boundary layer, rock temperature
decreases toward the surface. Heat is transported by gas convection in
the permeability and conduction in rocky matrix. During the ascent
toward the surface, part of the steam condensates and produces heat
that is transported by conduction.

According to Darcy Law, if the characteristics of the rocks
(permeability, porosity) are constant in the thermal boundary layer,
the velocity of gas remains constant at steady-state (Lowell, 1991;
Rabinowicz et al., 1999; Luna et al., 2002). Partial pressure of water will
be close to the saturation vapor pressure,which depends on temperature
and can be estimated by Rankine formula (e.g. Pruppacher et al., 1998):

pv ¼ pbo � exp 5120=Tboð Þ– 5120=Tð Þ½ �: ð5Þ

Tbo and pbo represent the temperature and pressure of the boiling
point of water in the conditions of the experiment. According to this
simple model, gas will escape the surface with a temperature equal to
the soil temperature measured by the infrared camera.

Assuming a constant rise velocity of the steam, the ratio of the mass
flux at a given depth to its value at the boiling point MFv / MFbo is
computed from the ratio of pv/pbo by simply taking into account the
thermal expansion, as:

MFv=MFbo ¼ pv=pboð Þ= Tv=Tboð Þ: ð6Þ

From this equation, the ratio of heat flow is computed, by
considering the sensible heat and vaporization latent heat of the steam.

φv=φg ¼ cL þ cs � T−Tatmð Þ
cL þ cs � Tbo−Tatmð Þ · exp

5120
Tbo

� 5120
T

� �
·
Tbo

Tv
ð7Þ

This ratio is presented on Fig. 6 for different surface temperatures.
For a surface temperature of 40 °C, less than 7% of heat is transported
by gas. For surface temperatures higher than 60 °C, this ratio exceeds
20% and the steam flux should be measured by dedicated methods.

4. Validation of themethod: experiment at the Ty Fault (Guadeloupe)

In order to test the accuracy of our method, we compared the flux
estimated by the thermal infrared method and by the vertical gradient
method in a series of 6 experiments at the Ty Fault (Fig. 7) on March
8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 17, 2012 at different hours of the day (Table 2).
The observed variation of activity of the zone occurs in a few years,
and will be considered as constant during the time of the study.

4.1. Thermal infrared measurements

Thermal surface measurements have been achieved with a Fluke
Ti32 uncooled thermal infrared camera (Fig. 8). This camera uses
microbolometers whose resistivity is a function of the intensity of
incoming radiations between 8 and 14 μm. The Fluke Ti32 has a 320
by 240 pixel definition, and a temperature resolution of 0.045 °C.
The lens has a 23 by 17° swath. At 15 m from the target, it allows
measurements with a spatial resolution of 2 cm and a spatial coverage
of 6m.

The camera is calibrated before and after the experiment, with a
variable temperature target (Appendix B). In addition, an automatized
non-uniformity correction (NUC) corrects the individual drift of single



Fig. 5. Comparison between the micro-meteorological and physical models for the calculation of sensible heat flux, according to wind velocity and temperature contrast between surface
and 2 m height atmosphere. For small wind velocities, only the micro-meteorological model takes into account the free convection. The two models are in good agreement for small
roughness only. The gray box represents the conditions observed at La Soufirère volcano. a) Sensible flux (in W·m−2) calculated after (Schlichting, 1968) et (Neri, 1998) (Eq. (4)) for
z0 = 1 mm. b) Sensible flux (in W·m−2) calculated after Appendix A for z0 = 1 mm. c) Sensible flux (in W·m−2) calculated after (Schlichting, 1968) and (Neri, 1998) (Eq. (4)) for
z0=10 cm. d) Sensible flux (in W·m−2) calculated after Appendix A for z0= 10 cm.
microbolometers, which limits the errors on the temperature contrasts
within a single image to 0.2K.

The images are corrected from the atmospheric effects using the
MODTRAN4 program (Kneizys et al., 1983; Berk, 1989; Berk et al.,
1999). This correction mainly depends on the distance from the target
to the camera, the temperature and the humidity content of the
atmosphere. These parameters have been measured both before and
after each experiment. Since the distance from the surface to the sensor
is small (15 m), constant atmospheric conditions can be assumed.
For long range measurements, one might consider a constant relative
Fig. 6. Proportion of heat flux transported by steam, according to the temperature, at sea
level. The hotter is the temperature, the higher is the partial pressure in the steam, and
the greater is the geothermal flux.
humidity and a vertical temperature gradient of 6 °C·km−1 in the
lower troposphere (NASA, 1976).

The images are finally corrected from the emissivity effects. Indeed,
the radiance measured by a camera L is a function of the temperature
of the body (T), the emissivity ε and the downwelling atmosphere
radiance Linc, through the equation (Buongiorno et al., 2002):

L ¼ ε � B Tð Þ þ 1−εð Þ � Linc ð8Þ
Fig. 7. Study area as seen by the Fluke Ti32 thermal infrared camera. On this raw image
without any surface or atmospheric correction, thermal anomalies are clearly visible.
The zone in dotted magenta is the zone where the thermocouples have been set up (see
Fig. 9). The green solid line zone is the reference zone, where the geothermal flux is
considered as negligible.



Table 2
Geothermal flux at the Ty Fault estimated by the thermal infrared method. The mean retrieved flux is 267±46W·m−2.

Date 08/03/2012 09/03/2012 10/03/2012 11/03/2012 12/03/2012 17/03/2012

Hour (TU) 18:30 17:30 14:00 16:20 12:30 21:30
Surface temperature 27.7 °C 28.6 °C 28.4 °C 24.8 °C 28.9 °C 28.5 °C
Reference temperature 24.0 °C 25.1 °C 23.2 °C 20.6 °C 24.2 °C 24.1 °C
Atmosphere temperature 20.4 °C 21.0 °C 18.1 °C 19.2 °C 18.7 °C 17.3 °C
Wind velocity (2m) 2.8m·s−1 2.0m·s−1 1.4m·s−1 1.5m·s−1 1.9m·s−1 1.7m·s−1

Radiated flux 22W·m−2 22W·m−2 31W·m−2 25W·m−2 29W·m−2 27W·m−2

Sensible flux 301W·m−2 207W·m−2 211W·m−2 185W·m−2 271W·m−2 218W·m−2

Steam flux fraction 2.8% 3.0% 3.0% 2.2% 3.1% 3.0%
Surface flux retrieved 332W·m−2 236W·m−2 249W·m−2 214W·m−2 309W·m−2 252W·m−2
where B(T) represents the Planck law. We assumed a Lambertian
reflection (e.g. Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Friedman et al., 1982;
Oppenheimer, 1993), and used a averaged value derived from literature
(Sekioka and Yuhara, 1974; Taylor, 1979; Buongiorno et al., 2002; Ball
and Pinkerton, 2006) of 0.95. The downwelling radiance is measured
with the thermal camera at the beginning and at the end of the
experiment.

Finally, the measurements have been averaged on 1m2, for both the
studied surface and the reference surface where the geothermal flux is
assumed to be negligible.

4.2. Atmospheric measurements

Sensible flux computation requires wind and temperature
measurements at a given height, set here at 2 m from the ground.
These parameters have been measured with a Testo 410–2 flow/
humidity/temperature gauge (see Fig. 8). The precisions are 0.2m·s−1

for the wind, 0.5 K for the temperature. Measurements have been
averaged over 10min.

4.3. Vertical temperature profile measurement

The vertical temperature profiles were measured by 8 pairs of
thermocouples set up at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 cm depth
(Fig. 9) for the time of the experiment. No significant variation of
the measured temperature was noticed during the 10 min of the
Fig. 8. Sketch showing the set up of the experiment. The geothermal flux is measured both by a
Atmosphere temperature and wind velocity are measured.
measurements, and the precision of a single thermocouple is about
1 K. However, due to the lateral heterogeneity of the temperature
the mean deviation between two thermometers at the same depth
is about 3 K.

4.4. Estimation of the surface roughness length (z0)

The surface roughness is defined after Schlichting (1968) and Lettau
(1969) as themean height of the obstacles on the surface. In our case, z0
represents the mean amplitude of the relief, estimated on a profile
of 5 m parallel to the wind direction. However, the retrieved value
(z0≈10cm) has a great degree of uncertainty.

5. Results and comparison of the two methods

The 6 experiments were performed at various hours of the
day, in conditions of weak or null rain within the last 24 h
(precipitations b 5 mm). Air temperature varied from 17.3 to 21.0 °C
and wind velocity ranged from 1.4 to 2.8 m·s−1. For each of the six
observations, the geothermal flux was estimated both by measuring
the vertical temperature gradient (Fig. 10) and by thermal infrared
remote sensing (Table 2).

The heat flux was derived from the micro-meteorological
formulation, which has been more specifically designed to low-wind
and high-roughness conditions than the wind tunnel one. It ranged
from 217 to 336W·m−2 with an average value of 267± 46W·m−2.
vertical profile of temperature, made by thermocouples, and by thermal infrared images.



Fig. 9. Closer thermal infrared view of the study area, showing the thermal anomaly and
the thermocouples (cooler than the surroundings). The numbers in red indicate the
depth of the thermometers in centimeters. Surface temperature is computed as the
mean of the blue dotted line (surface not hidden by the thermocouples).

Fig. 11. Theoretical and measured profiles of temperature. Theoretical profiles have been
computed by the numerical integration of the Eq. (9), assuming a steady state. The real
profile has beenmeasured on the 17/03/2012, with the series of thermocouples described
above. The total heat flux is here 275±50W·m−2.
The sensible fluxwas estimated to represent more than 80% of the total
flux. Despite these variations, the variability of heat flux around the
average is less than 20% indicating that the method is robust.

The vertical temperature profiles are similar for the 6 experiments
(temperature variation at a given depth are less than 1 K). In order to
compute the geothermal flux from the vertical temperature profile,
we assume that steam flows upward at a constant velocity (Eq. (6)).
The total heat flux is the sum of conduction and the steam flux:

φ ¼ −k·
dT
dz

þ φ·
cL þ cs· T−Tatmð Þ
cL þ cs· Tbo−Tatmð Þ · exp

5120
T

� 5120
Tbo

� �
·
Tbo

T
ð9Þ

where Tbo is the boiling point ofwater and k represents here the thermal
conductivity of the soil and T the temperature at the depth z. This
conductivity is typically 1 W·m·−1·K−1 for terrestrial materials,
including silts and water (Smith, 1942). Theoretical profiles have been
computed in Fig. 11 and compared to the measured profiles. The
geothermal flux, according to this method, is 275±50W·m−2.

Table 2 shows that, despite variable atmospheric conditions, fluxes
measured from thermal infrared images are very consistent all together.
The measured flux (267 ± 46 W·m−2) is comparable with the value
found with the vertical temperature gradient method.
Fig. 10. Measured temperature profiles. Each measure is provided by a couple of
thermocouples located at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 cm. These measurements have
been done with weak or null rain within the last 24 h (precipitations b 5 mm). The
retrieved flux is 275± 50W·m−2.
6. Discussion

The conversion of a thermal anomaly to a heatflux is very dependent
on the used model (Fig 5). For low values of the geothermal flux, the
sensible flux represents more 80% of the total flux. The robustness of
the sensible flux model used is then a key point on the final accuracy.
Because of the constraints on meteorological conditions for thermal
infrared measurements (no clouds or fog, and humidity as low as
possible), the model could not be tested on a large range of field
condition on La Soufrière volcano. Consequently, the accuracy had to
be estimated by comparing two independent models. Models are in
very good agreement in the case of smooth surfaces, differences not
exceeding 15% in the case of forced convection (Fig. 5), even for large
temperature contrasts. However, for rough surfaces, the two models
strongly diverge. The model of Schlichting (1968), adapted by Neri
(1998) suggest an increase of the sensible flux by a factor of 10 when
increasing the surface roughness from 1mm to 10 cm, while according
to the micrometeorological models, this increase is only of a factor of
2. However, the Schlichting (1968) model has not been tested for
roughness above 1 cm (Neri, 1998), so the micrometeorological model
should be used for such roughness.

The steam flux is estimated through a first order model, considering
a constant ascent velocity of the steam and steady state of the flux. The
constant ascent velocity hypothesis is based on numerical models
assuming steady-state (Lowell, 1991; Rabinowicz et al., 1999; Luna
et al., 2002), and constant physical parameters. It is supported by the
good fit between the measured vertical temperature profiles and the
theory based on this assumption (Fig. 11). Furthermore, the fluxes
computed from this model are close (b20% error) to the flux computed
by the conduction equation close to the surface. Thus, this simplemodel
seems to suit well low flux geothermal areas where the steam flux has a
minor contribution to the total surface flux. Deeper studies would be
required in order to extend the use of this model for fluxes above
500 W·m−2 (corresponding to a surface temperature higher than
40 °C).

To ensure that the surface flux is representative of the geothermal
flux, the systemmust be at steady-state. Since the effects of sun heating
are removed with the reference surface, the steady state can only be
disturbed by 1) a fast variation of the geothermal flux, 2) rainfall
events. Unpublished measurements on the Ty Fault (Finizola, personal
communication) as well as studies on other volcanoes (Harris et al.,
2009) shows that after a perturbation, the systems comes back to steady
state in a few days. In our case, the qualitative observation of the
fumaroles by the OVSG-IPGP (2012) suggests that the geothermal flux
changes at time scale of a few years, and can be considered as constant
within a few days. In addition, measurements were achieved at least a



Table 3
Uncertainties for the 17/03/2012 experiment estimated by the Monte-Carlo method. The calibration of the method with a temperature profile allows fixing precisely the values of
roughness and emissivity. The uncertainties are thus significantly reduced.

Value Uncertainties Uncertainties after calibration

Brightness temperature of anomaly 28.5 °C ±2 °C ±2 °C
Reference brightness temperature 24.1 °C ±2 °C ±2 °C
Atmosphere temperature 17.3 °C ±1 °C ±1 °C
Emissivity 0.95 ±0.05 /
Transmittance 1.00 ±0.01 ±0.01
Wind velocity (2m height) 1.7m·s−1 ±0.3m·s−1 ±0.3m·s−1

Roughness (z0) 0.12m ±0.10m /
Estimated anomaly temperature 25.5 °C ±5 °C ±5 °C
Estimated reference temperature 21.1 °C ±5 °C ±5 °C
Estimated difference of temperature 4.4 °C ±0.2 °C ±0.2 °C
Radiated flux (Eq. (3)) 27W·m−2 ±10W·m−2 ±10W·m−2

Sensible flux (Eq. (4)) 218W·m−2 ±140W·m−2 ±44W·m−2

Steam flux proportion (Eq. (7)) 3% ±0.3% ±0.3%
Total flux 252W·m−2 ±149W·m−2 ±53W·m−2
two days after the last rainfall event to ensure that the steady state
assumption is valid.

For a defined model, the most important source of error is the
estimation of the roughness length z0 (Table 3) which strongly varies
in literature (see the discussions in Schlichting, 1968; Lettau, 1969;
Counehan, 1971; MacDonald et al., 1998). Future studies on this
topic may dramatically improve the precision of this method.
Currently, z0 should be calibrated in the field, by comparing the
vertical temperature gradient method and the thermal infrared
method in a few points to get the most precise estimates. This
calibration reduces the error from 60% to 20% of the total flux
(Table 3), matching well the vertical profile of temperature results,
and corresponding to the error of wind velocity.

7. Conclusion

Heat flux can be extracted from thermal infrared images using a
set ofmodels describing respectively the emissionof the thermal energy
in the thermal infrared domain, the sensible heat flux extracted
by atmosphere, and the heat flux associated to steam flow. Major
uncertainties come from the estimation of the surface roughness and
the accuracy of themodels, andmaybedramatically improved by future
research on these topics. The experiments conducted on the Ty fault
show that, once calibrated, the thermal infrared method provides
results similar to those of the classical gradient method, with a similar
uncertainty of around 20% due to the variation of meteorological
conditions.

If the geothermal flux evolution is slow, and no rainfall has occurred
before the measurements, the surface flux is representative of the
geothermal flux. From thermal infrared images, both the localization
and the intensity of the geothermal flux can be precisely determined
over large areas. Consequently, this method is suitable to the long-
term survey of low flux fumarolic zones and could be used as an early
warning system for the reactivation of dormant volcanoes.
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Appendix A. Brief description of micrometeorological models

Micrometeorological models are based on characteristic scales
describing the atmospheric dynamics. A characteristic friction velocity
(u*), a characteristic temperature (T*) and a characteristic length, called
Monin–Obukhov length (LMO) are thus defined by the following
formulas:

u� ¼
κ·u zð Þ

log z=z0Mð Þ−ψM z=LMOð Þ þ ψM z0M=LMOð Þ ðA1Þ

T� ¼
κ· T zð Þ−Tsð Þ

0:74· log z=z0Hð Þ−ψH z=LMOð Þ þ ψH z0H=LMOð Þ½ � ðA2Þ

LMO ¼ �u2
⁎·T zð Þ
κ·g·T�

ðA3Þ

where κ is the Von Kármán constant (κ ≈ 0.41) (Garratt, 1994;
Mascart et al., 1995). ψM and ψH, called similarity functions, relate
the fluxes of momentum and sensible heat to their gradients.
Their expression is discussed in Högström (1988). Finally, z0M and
z0H are the aerodynamic roughness lengths for momentum and
humidity, that characterize the wind and temperature profiles.
z0M can be linked to the mean height z0 of the obstacles on the
surface following Lettau (1969):

z0M ¼ 0:058 � z0 1:18 ðA4Þ

z0H is derived from z0M using a ratio z0H/z0M=0.01 corresponding to the
average value of various studies (Owen and Thomson, 1963; Mascart
et al., 1995; Cahill et al., 1997; Verhoef et al., 1997; Blümel, 1999; Su
et al., 2001) no consensus appears. In this study, we use a ratio of
1/100, which corresponds to a usual value of some studies. However,
this estimation remains a crucial point and it is a source of major
uncertainties.

In this formulation (Eqs. (A1)–(A3)), the characteristic
numbers are intercorrelated. Consequently, the calculation
needs successive iterations (Garratt, 1994). A polynomial fit has
been proposed by Mascart et al. (1995) in order to avoid these
iterations.

The sensible heat flux is computed from the characteristic length
and temperature:

φs ¼ ρair � cair � u� � T� ðA5Þ

ρair and cair represents the density and the heat capacity of air
(ρair · cair ≈ 1200 J·K−1·m−2 at 20 °C).

In the cases of weak or null wind velocity, a free convection regime
occurs. Air is heated near the surface, and, due to its density decrease,
raises in the atmosphere, creating motion. The previous formulation
has to be adapted to take into account this phenomenon. Deardorff



Fig. 12. Calibration curves of the thermal camera, representing the difference between the
target real temperature and the measured temperature. The difference from the raw
temperature compared to the real one is 5 K. However, the two calibrations curves show
a very good agreement together, and the uncertainties are reduced to 2 K after the
calibration.
(1970) redefines u* by adding the value of the wind generated by the
free convection to the regional wind:

u� ¼
κ �√ u2 zð Þ þ 1:2 � 1=3 � u� � T� � zð Þ2=3

h i
log z=z0Mð Þ–ψM z=LMOð Þ þ ψM z0M=LMOð Þ½ � : ðA6Þ

Eq. (A6) is used jointly with Eq. (A2), (A3) and (A5) to compute the
sensible flux in all conditions.

Appendix B. Calibration of cameras

In order to improve the precisions of the temperaturemeasurements,
the camera has been calibrated before and after the experiment with
a variable temperature target. This source is composed of a brass
box containing water whose temperature is easily measurable with a
thermocouple (precision of 0.5 °C). Furthermore, it is used as a heat
reservoir. A thin layer of brass, whose thermal conductivity is high
(around 100 W·m−1·s−1) maintains the surface temperature of the
box very close to the water temperature. The difference is lower than
0.05 °C. The box is painted with Nextel Velvet Coating 811–21. This
painting, composed of 80% of silicon dioxide and 20% of carbon oxide
has a high emissivity of 0.98 (Kwor and Matte, 2001; Dury et al., 2007).
The brightness temperature is computed after the measurement of
environment luminance.

A calibration curve is plotted by varying the surface temperature of
the box. For a 100 °C measurement range, instrumental error is fitted
by an affine function. The results of two calibrations are shown on
Fig. 12. The calibration reduces the uncertainty of the brightness
temperature from 5°C to 2 °C.
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